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New Release: A Light in the Depths 
 
Virginia – Loremark Publishing will release a new novel by 
Christopher C. Fuchs, a writer of epic adventure, on February 8, 
2020. Independent bookstore One More Page Books of Arlington, 
Virginia will host the book launch, which was featured in Arlington 
Magazine’s “24 Things To Do in February” and in The Washington 
Post Literary Calendar for February 2020. 
 
A Light in the Depths is available for pre-order in e-book, 
paperback, and hardback formats from major retailers, local 
bookstores, and the Loremark storefront at Gumroad 
(https://gumroad.com/loremark). The book was professionally 
edited by Anne McPeak and Tricia Callahan. 
 
The nearly 600-page A Light in the Depths is the second of a two-
part prequel to Mr. Fuchs’s October 2019 debut, Lords of 
Deception. All of his works are set in the world of Earthpillar, in 
which the Earth evolved differently: new continents, new peoples, 
and materials with alternative properties. Every Earthpillar book 
and short story is connected and spans from prehistory to the steam age. The books will appeal 
to fans of epic fantasy, historical fiction, and action & adventure. 
 
Step out of Rildning’s journal and into the conquest and exodus across the New World, two 
years after The Depths of Redemption. Suffering heavy losses in a 
widening war with the Empire, Rildning and his companions fan 
out across the continent to persuade other tribes to join in a 
common defense. But Rildning discovers that ancient tribal 
rivalries die hard and many remain suspicious of him. And he has 
another problem: his journal now lays in the hands of Marshal 
Hilsingor, the ruthless imperial commander of the Frontier Corps. 
Knowing his enemy well, Hilsingor is determined to undermine 
Rildning’s efforts and eradicate the tribal resistance. The outcome 
will define Rildning’s unique legacy, one that will fever the dreams 
of kings for generations. 
 
A Light in the Depths (Origins of Candlestone #2) 
E-book ISBN:  978-1-946883-05-6 
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-946883-04-9 
Hardback ISBN 978-1-946883-13-1 
 
“This book was a delight to write because I needed to create a whole continent of diverse tribal 
cultures,” says Mr. Fuchs of A Light in the Depths. “Readers who enjoyed Rildning’s romp 
through the wilderness in the last book will want to see how he tries to unite the tribes against 
colonialism.” 
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Readers can learn more about the world of Earthpillar at Mr. Fuchs’s website 
(https://earthpillarbooks.com). Subscription to the roughly monthly Earthpillar newsletter 
provides two free e-book novelettes, discount codes on other books, and updates on new 
releases. Mr. Fuchs can also be found on Goodreads and Twitter (@ChrisCFuchs). 
 
 

“A Powerful Follow-up” 
“a powerful follow up to that cliff-hanger he left us with [in The Depths of Redemption]! ...just 

can’t be put down, even for toilet breaks… well-paced and thoroughly engaging. It also left a lot 
of room for future books, which is exciting.” 

— Zoe Pollock, Book Blogger, 5-Star Goodreads Review 
 


